
We have a proven history of working with customers to identify, 
deliver, and document process treatment improvements and cost 
avoidance. Athlon is redefining water treatment — turning what 
has traditionally been viewed as an expense into an investment.

Our approach is to provide you with a team of experienced field 
representatives, project engineers, and technical subject matter 
experts who are accountable for improved reliability, process 
optimization, and value delivery. We manage your water with skill 
and a complete understanding of everything the water touches, 
which allows us to work with you to identify areas where we can 
deliver additional value.

GAIN ADDITIONAL ROI

Our solutions, whether they are specialty chemicals, an 
engineered approach, a novel application or a combination, are 
designed to improve throughput and reliability, while helping you 
maximize profitability.

In addition, we have helped several customers gain millions 
of dollars annually in additional return on investment (ROI) by 
identifying and delivering value improvement projects. In fact, 
many of our customers know the value they gain stacks up 
favorably against their specialty chemical spend.

Let us help you uncover additional ROI through projects that:

» Improve equipment reliability
» Minimize operational upsets
» Avoid or reduce costs
» Save on third-party spend
» Improve revenue and profitability
» Reduce working capital inefficiencies
» Recover capital
» And much more

AREAS OF VALUE DELIVERY

Here’s a sampling of key areas where we have recently 
delivered value for customers:

» Avoided unit outage via cooling tower hydraulic balancing
» Heat transfer monitoring and optimization
» Activated Sludge Treatment Unit belt press polymer upgrade
» BIO land farm geothermal bags dewatering
» Installation of polymer consolidation sludge polymer mixing

system at an effluent plant
» Effluent plant antifoam and polymer equipment upgrades
» Effluent plant peroxide addition
» Effluent plant total system consultation and tank processing

assessment
» Phosphate feed optimization
» Polymer upgrade at a T-Unit
» Reservoir clarifier polymer upgrades
» Service optimization
» Utilities clarifier effluent pH control

START A VALUE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT WITH US

We will work with you to identify value improvement 
projects and track progression through to success, ultimately 
quantifying what it means to your bottom line. We achieve 
this through an agreed upon process and tracking tools that 
identifies the project, forecasts the value, and documents the 
actual value for sign-off and reporting.

Make Water Treatment 
an Investment
IDENTIFY, DELIVER, DOCUMENT PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS, 

AND COST AVOIDANCE
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For more information, contact your local Halliburton representative 
or visit us on the web at www.athlonsolutions.com

Sales of Halliburton products and services will be in accord solely with the terms and conditions 
contained in the contract between Halliburton and the customer that is applicable to the sale. 
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